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                       ABSTRACT 

 Protection box in aeroplanes are relevant for the safety of passengers. Here the design 

gets focus on an advanced mobile protection box. This has been operated by the alert 

button during the turbine’s spark generation. This message is recognized by the 

controllers and start to operate the protecting device. The relevance of this box is that 

it has the capacity to hold one row seating passengers at a time and able to provide 

sufficient materials like oxygen ,  water, food etc. The GPS connecting it withwill give 

current location of Box to the authorities. This box has the ability to resist fire as well 

as damp attacks. So it absolutely build homely secureness to the victims .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
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                                     Chapter 1 

                                 INTRODCTION 

1.1 GENERAL 

Aircraft blasting is one of the serious issue faced by authorities in the field of aircraft. 

Airport management and Airport maintaining team took all their best efforts to keep 

their passengers safe. There exist remedies for the aircraft blasting and keep the 

passengers safe. This idea of project Blastohome  is another interesting remedy  which 

overcome all the demerits of the existing remedies. 

Oxygen cylinders, swimming jackets, guiding tutorials before travelling, emergency 

exit, etc... are some of the safety measurements prepared by the team who were working 

for the secureness in aircraft during blasting. This concept of Blasto-home is an 

advanced methodology which adopts high quality materials that mainly aimed to 

protect the whole passengers by means of a box. The passengers need not use such 

safety measures mentioned above. Instead they are provided with all the basic 

necessities necessities like oxygen, food, etc..  

Advanced technology like GPS, communication system are also managed to include in 

this box are also managed to include in this box as a means of protection of traveller 

from the site of accident. This blastohome is such an advanced technique that ensure 

complete safety of passengers. This is one of the relevant solution exist for the escape 

of victims. 

The design consists of a box that contain the row in the cabin of aeroplane. This seat 

row turned into a box when it sensed the ignition of turbine. The box which contain the 

passengers and all the basic necessities’ get fall off while blasting without any damage 

to the passengers. With the help of highly precise sensors and parachute mechanism the 

box is finally landed on the ground surface or oceans. The  material is chosen such that 

it is fire resistance that can handle about 3800 degree celsius heat and also which is 

water resistant. So that it can handle the situation when the box get down into any place 
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1.2 SCOPE 

 

                             Blastohome can be considered as one of the advanced technique that 

can be adopt in aircrafts. The mechanism adopt in it is spontaneous working action by 

recognizing the turbine ignition.  One of the threaten to the passengers in aircraft is the 

unpredictable explosion of aircrafts. Here blastohome can be recognize the coming 

accident and start to operate with more accuracy. If it start to adopt in  each airways the 

safety and secureness of passenger get up lift. Sensors and GPS is adopted within this 

box can be able to locate them.With the hope of safe landing and voyage Airway 

mechanism leads to achieve top position. 

1.3 OBJECTIVE 

               The objective of the department of safety lead by leareship of air craft is 

characterized in the prevention of accidents and aircraft acts through development and 

implementation of safety Program and the prevention of safety Program and the 

prevention of accidents and to increase the level of safety in the operation of aircraft in 

all the bases of the civil defense in the kingdom 

                 The respond to various emergencies and conduct investigation to accidents 

and obeys them to follow the requirements of safety related to the results if investigation 

or inspections or technical studies with the relevant agencies. The objectives are 

characterized n the increase of the level of aircraft safety and prevention of air accidents 

and to report it to the competent authorities and follow the implementation of the 

commendation of safety requiring conformity on the result of investigation or 

inspection or private technical with the relevant agencies as well as through the 

development and implementation of safety Programe and the prevention of accidents, 

in addition to the preparing and updating of the evidence related to the regulation and 

procedures of the investigation in the accidents and fact of aircraft and to answer the 

queries on this flight under the control of the commander of the civil defence and the 

guidance of his excellency the general director of the civil defense Making an aero 

plane with all the advanced features which ensure the safety of the passengers is one of 

the other main objective that make the passenger make more comfortable to travel in 

air without complication air accidents 
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1.4 RELEVANCE OF AVIATION SAFETY  

                    Aviation safety is of paramount importance. If only to protect lives of 

passengers as well as pilots and crews. As a aviation mechanic had a task of performing 

countless inspection on jet engines. A hair line crack has in compressor rotor disk can 

if not detected early lead to metal fatigue and failure. In the case of single engine failure. 

Navy pilot's would required to know the contents of a manual known as NAPTOPS. In 

it are the steps to be taken in case of inflight emergency. That is hydraulic failure, engine 

flame out, electrical problems etc. It is worthwhile to mention that to days aircraft have 

redundant in the event of loss of critical system that is hydraulics,  which provide assist 

to all he flight controls such as flaps,  alterous, vertical and horizontal stabilizers.  

                   Aviation safety is not just a practice,  or things that you do or don't do,  it is 

a philosophy which takes into account human behavior,  cognition,  physiology,  

culture,  communication and many other aspects. 

                 Aviation safety and in particular engineering and human factor has been 

responsible for creating the safest form of transportation ever devised. Aviation safety 

is important because t helps to reduce risk of aircraft accidents and minimize risk to 

person and property 
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                                        Chapter 2 

                                   BLASTO-HOME   

 

BLASTO-HOME  is a concept of creating a home facility during blasting .The behind 

‘home’ is aiming at the  protection  shelter from the effect of ‘blast’ . BLASTO-HOME 

is mainly designed to last  for minimum of 48 hours  days.Design of ‘home’ is a 

rectangular box which is the seats of passenger .This rectangular box is formed by row 

of  3 or 4 seat .The seat is designed in such a way that it from the  protection box at the 

instant when the signals of blast is sense .For the sensation of blasting  the sensors are  

fixed in the parts of aircraft where the first step of blasting is initiated mainly in the 

turbines  of aircraft Sensing leads the seats of the passengers turn to a box having 

passengers inside .Box really designed is home in which all the basic facilities are 

arranged it means dry foods water bottles toilet facilities  etc are managed to keep under 

the seats .More over communication facilities GPS system also designed in it .During 

blasting the box keep downwards without any damages because the box is made up of 

material which is fire resistance water proof and a sensor for height sensing .During the 

free fall of box a parachute is provided it sense a particular height from the ground 

surface for safe landing of box .By GPS and communication system we can make sure 

of the safety of the passenger  
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                                    Chapter 3 

                                 CASESTUDY   

1 ] American Airlines Flight 191       Date: May 25, 1979 

Fatalities: 272 

The DC-10 left Chicago O’Hare on the Friday afternoon of Memorial Day weekend 

only for its left engine to detach from its wing and fall off, rolling the plane in the air 

and sending it crashing to earth just a mile from the runway. 

The plane “burst into a pillar of flame and smoke that could be seen up to eight miles 

away,” the Chicago Tribune reported at the time. All 271 people on board and two on 

the ground were killed in what remains America’s worst aviation disaster. 

The crash was found to be the result of a shortcut taken by removing the plane’s engines 

for maintenance, cracking an aluminium component which held the engine to the wing. 

2] Iran Air Flight 655      Date: July 3, 1988 

Fatalities: 290 

A controversial incident during tense times in the Gulf, owing to the Iran-Iraq War, the 

Airbus A300, a civilian airline, was shot down by surface-to-air missiles fired from US 

military cruiser USS Vincennes, killing all on board. 

The flight was in Iranian airspace, over Iranian territorial waters and on its usual flight 

path, yet, according to the US government, Vincennes mistook it for an F-14A Tomcat 

fighter plane. Crew on the American ship made 10 attempts to contact the Iran Air 

aircraft on military and civilian radio frequencies, with no response, before 

firing.Iranians mark the 21st anniversary of the downing of a Iranian passenger jet by 

the US 

Iranians mark the 21st anniversary of the downing of a Iranian passenger jet by the US 

Credit: 2009 AFP/ABOLFATH DAVARI 

In 1996 the US government and Iran reached a settlement at the International Court of 

Justice, the former expressing “deep regret over the loss of lives”, but not admitting 

legal liability or formally apologising. The US agreed to pay $213,103.45 compensation 

per passenger, about £346,000 in today’s valuation. 
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3] Malaysia Airlines Flight 17      Date: July 17, 2014 

Fatalities: 298 

A similar incident took place over eastern Ukraine when a Malaysia Airlines Boeing 

777-200 flying from Amsterdam to Kuala Lumpur was shot down near the Russian 

border, likely by pro-Russian forces in control of the region during the War in Donbass 

between separatist insurgents and the Ukrainian government. 

All 298 on board died when the plane crashed into a field near Torez. Some airlines had 

already begun to avoid Ukrainian airspace owing to the Crimean crisis that began early 

in 2014, with the International Civil Aviation Organisation warning of a risk to 

passenger jets in the area, but not all carriers had changed their routesA fire burns amid 

the wreckage of Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 Credit: DOMINIQUE FAGET 

In September 2016, Dutch prosecutors concluded that the missile used to shoot down 

the plane had been transported into eastern Ukraine from Russia, adding that the launch 

vehicle returned across the border a day after the crash. The conflict in the region is 

ongoing. 

4]  Saudi Arabian Airlines Flight 163        Date: August 19, 1980 

Fatalities: 301 

The death of all 301 passengers on board the Lockheed L-1011 on the runway at Riyadh 

is the world’s deadliest aviation accident not to involve a crash or mid-flight break up. 

The flight took off from the Saudi capital airport en route to Jeddah, only to return to 

Riyadh minutes later for an emergency landing after a fire started in the cargo 

department. 

However, when the plane landed, instead of initiating an emergency evacuation, the 

pilot taxied the aircraft back towards the airport, stopping on the runway for nearly 

three minutes. It then took some 23 minutes to access the aircraft once the engines were 

stopped. 

By the time the doors were opened all on board had died from smoke inhalation. The 

source of the fire is believed to have been two butane stoves in the cargo. An evacuation 

was never initiated. 
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5] Air India Flight 182     Date: June 23, 1985 

Fatalities: 329 

Deemed the deadliest terror attack involving a plane at the time, the Air India Boeing 

747 crashed off the coast of Ireland en route from Toronto to Sahar International in 

India, after a bomb placed in the cargo hold by Sikh extremists Babbar Khalsa exploded 

over the Atlantic. 

The passenger responsible is believed to be 'M Singh' who checked himself onto the 

flight - along with a suitcase - but did not board. A second bomb intended to go off in 

tandem on another flight exploded early in the terminal building at Narita Airport, 

Japan. 

An investigation into the bombing of Flight 182 found numerous failings in the security 

processes in Canada that allowed the terrorist attack to be successful. A number of 

memorials commemorate those who died, in Canada and Ireland. 

 

6] Charkhi Dadri mid-air collisionDate: November 12, 1996 

Fatalities: 349 

The world’s deadliest mid-air crash involved Saudia Flight 763 and Kazakhstan 

Airlines Flight 1907 over the city of Charkhi Dadri in northern India 

The Saudia-operated Boeing 747 was bound for Dhahran from Delhi while the 

Kazakhstan Airlines Ilyushin II-76 was bound for Indira airport from Shymkent when 

they collided, killing 312 people on board the former and 37 on the latter. 

The crash occurred after the Ilyushin aircraft was cleared to descend to 15,000 feet, but 

then descended past that level to 14,500 feet while the 747 was ascending in the 

opposite direction. By the time the air traffic controller could warn of the proximity 

between the two aircraft it was too late. 

The tail of the Kazakhstan plane cut through the Saudia wing, causing the aircraft to go 

into a rapidly descending spiral, while the Ilyushin entered a gentler but still fast and 

uncontrolled descent. 

The captain of a passing US Air Force aircraft saw the crash and described a “a large 

cloud lit up with an orange glow”. A number of factors were found to have caused the 

crash, including the failure of the Kazakhstan Airlines pilot to follow the ATC 

instructions. 
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                                    Chapter 4 

            IDENTIFICATION OF PROBLEM    

 

    This problem arises due to the explosion of aircraft.  The main previlage given to 

the passengers in aircraft is their safe and ease journey.  But in many conditions the 

authorities were failed to protect the passengers from blasting and from other accidents.  

Here, the design focussing on the safe landing of people, if any obstacles happening 

during the voyage.  This seems by the sparking of turbine, leads to spread the hazardous 

gases and smokes in the cabin, which makes irritation and dangerous to whole team. 

And blastohome operation tries to get rid of this actions, prolong to take them into a 

protective box. Protection box take off them and find out the appropriate landing space 

to make their position clear.  

       Safety of passengers with best facilities is the ideal of every companies of aircraft. 

But Blastohome is another advancement to ensure the safety of passengers if any 

accidents committed.  The shattering of aircraft threatens the life of people, and the lack 

of remedial equipments luke oxygen water etc... also push them into bad situations. 

Poisonous gases and smokes causes irritation and health issues. So in order to overcome 

these situations, the best advanced technique is Blastohome., which offers the 48 hours 

safety requirements of the victims in explosion with best facilities 
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                                  Chapter 5 

                                   DESIGN 

 

 5.1MATERIALS REQUIRED   

5.1.1 HAFNIUM CARBIDE  

Hafnium carbide (HfC) is a chemical compound  of hafnium and carbon. With a melting 

point of about 3900 °C it is one of the most refractory binary compounds known. 

However, it has a low oxidation resistance, with the oxidation starting at temperatures 

as low as 430 °CHafnium carbide is usually carbon deficient and therefore its 

composition is often expressed as HfCx (x = 0.5 to 1.0). It has a cubic (rock-salt) crystal 

structure at any value of x.Hafnium carbide powder is obtained by the reduction of 

hafnium(IV) oxide with carbon at 1800 to 2000 °C. A long processing time is required 

to remove all oxygen.  Alternatively, high-purity HfC coatings can be obtained by 

chemical vapor deposition from a gas mixture of methane, hydrogen, and vaporized 

hafnium(IV) chloride. Because of the technical complexity and high cost of the 

synthesis, HfC has a very limited use, despite its favorable properties such as high 

hardness and melting pontThe magnetic properties of HfCx change from paramagnetic 

for x ≤ 0.8 to diamagnetic at larger x. An inverse behavior (dia-paramagnetic transition 

with increasing x) is observed for TaCx, despite it s having the same crystal structure 

as HfCx     

                          

                               

                                            Fig  5.1    Hafnium carbide 
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PROPERTIES HAFNIUM  CARBIDE 

Chemical formula HfC 

Molar mass 190.50 g/mol 

Appearance  Black odorless powder 

Density 12.2 g/cm3 

Melting point 3900  °C 

Crystal structure Cubic , cF8 

Solubility  in water Insoluble 

 

                               Table  5.1 properties of Hafnium carbide 

5.1.2 FIBER GLASS  

An individual structural glass fiber is both stiff and strong in tension and compression—

that is, along its axis. Although it might be assumed that the fiber is weak in 

compression, it is actually only the long aspect ratio of the fiber which makes it seem 

so; i.e., because a typical fiber is long and narrow, it buckles easily.[9] On the other 

hand, the glass fiber is weak in shear—that is, across its axis. Therefore, if a collection 

of fibers can be arranged permanently in a preferred direction within a material, and if 

they can be prevented from buckling in compression, the material will be preferentially 

strong in that direction. 

Furthermore, by laying multiple layers of fiber on top of one another, with each layer 

oriented in various preferred directions, the material's overall stiffness and strength can 

be efficiently controlled. In fiberglass, it is the plastic matrix which permanently 

constrains the structural glass fibers to directions chosen by the designer. With chopped 

strand mat, this directionality is essentially an entire two dimensional plane; with woven 

fabrics or unidirectional layers, directionality of stiffness and strength can be more 
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precisely controlled within the plane. 

A fiberglass component is typically of a thin "shell" construction, sometimes filled on 

the inside with structural foam, as in the case of surfboards. The component may be of 

nearly arbitrary shape, limited only by the complexity and tolerances of the mold used 

for manufacturing the shell. 

            The mechanical functionality of materials is heavily relied on the combined 

performances of both the resin (AKA matrix) and fibers. For example, in severe 

temperature condition (over 180 °C) resin component of the composite may lose its 

functionality partially because of bond deterioration of resin and fiber.[12] However, 

GFRPs can show still significant residual strength after experiencing high temperature 

(200 °C) 

 

PROPERTIES FIBER GLASS 

MELTING POINT 1523 °F 

DENSITY 96.11-192.22 kg/m3 

THICKNESS 1/8 – 1 ½ inch 

ROLL LENGTH Various length available 

MAXIMUM CONTINOUS OPERATING  
TEMPERATURE 

1200   °F 

ROLL WIDTH 30” & 60” 

                               Table 5.2  properties of Fiber glass  
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                                  Fig 5.2 fiber glass 
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                                         fig 5.3 Cross sectional view of  box 
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                                          Chapter 6 

                                     CONCLUSION 

       It is relevant to prefer blastohome in every aircraft for offering the pritection of 

passengers.  Design a box like shelter consisting of remedial materials like oxygen,  

food,  medicines, etc.. gives cures to the victims. The materials used for the 

manufacturing of protection box have specific advantages for enhancing fire resistance, 

water proof, thermal insulation in order to prevent the consequences of explosion. The 

supporting devices like sensors, GPS advancements also contribute the operation of 

Blastohome at appropriate time.  

       One row of cabin consisting of three seats having safety equipment with great 

advance. Spacing with spontaneous action mechanism involved in its operation. Many 

of the life get lost their life because of this aircraft explosion. Moreover this project 

regards the safety of them, it also previlage in the advancing technique of aircraft and 

management too. Parachute provide at the doorside  of box help to land it in safest 

place. Then the connecting GPS system comes into action and gave Proper  guiding  to 

locate the box within the conditioned period. And main condition is to be followed that 

the secureness of passengers. It is idealized to be passengers were safe during 48hours 

after the crash crash had happen. Any how this design will guarantee the secureness of 

passengers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Nowadays people in Kerala had suffered with a lot of problems. One of the main 

problem is on the basis of rowing and rehabilitation of them into a proper surrounding. 

After flood,lot of them have lost their shelter. Main effect of flood had caught the 

inhabitants of coastal area and also in the slum area. Peoples are our assets and have to 

rehabilitate them into do proper location. The only solution of this is to develop a 

community but the situation of Kerala is not acceptable for this development. So the need 

of some we technique with low cost and durable. Here introducing a new technique using 

shipping container for the establishment of the community. Construction using 

refurnished shipping container is a recent Building System with already many successful 

examples around the world. This system presents a huge potential in the field of 

sustainable. Construction provided for the recycling of used containers. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

COMMUNITY PLANNING 

 

2.1 COMMUNITY PLANNING 

 

     It is a method that enables to prepare materials on the development of different areas 

of public life at the level of a municipality or a region and that strongly supports the 

principles of representative democracy. What is typical of the method is an emphasis on: 

- the involvement of all stakeholders in a given area 

- dialogue and negotiations 

- achieving a result that is adopted and supported by the majority of stakeholders. 

 

2.2 COMMUNITY PLANNING OF SOCIAL SURVICE 

 

     It is a method which allows for planning social services at the level of municipalities 

or regions in such a way that they really meet local specificities and needs of individual 

citizens. 

- It is an open process of identifying needs and resources and of searching for the best 

solutions in the field of social services. 

-  

2.3 COMPONENTS OF SHIPPING CONTAINER 

 

1. Theaters and bistros: isn’t that much, they provide a recreational atmosphere 

even in their short utility time frame 

2. School: In the poorer parts of the world where constructing a traditional building 

or school can be expensive, using containers for classrooms have become a 

noteworthy trend. 

3. Restaurants: Using reprocessed intermodal containers as base structure for 

restaurants has become a very fashionable trend presently 

4. Shipping Container Homes: Using cargo containers to build spacious and large 

homes is yet another fantastic alternative that has been developing in the past 

decade. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

CONTAINER BUILDING 

 

3.1 TECHNICAL SCOPING AND PLANNING 

 

          There is probably a misconception that shipping containers can simply be picked 

up from the dock side and dropped on to a building site to be used as building’s 

superstructure and exterior shell.   

While shipping containers have monocoque bodies and their corrugation panels 

(roof, sides, and back), floor, purlins, front doors, frame and rails form an integrated 

structural skin, once they are modified to create openings and open spaces they are 

weakened and require structural modifications. 

 

.    

 

Fig: 3.1 container building   
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3.2 Stairs & Landings  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Openings 
 

 

Flashings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                   Fig: 3.2 stairs and landings  
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Modifications included adding structural components such as columns, beams braces, 

and shims  
 
 

 

Beams 
 
 

 

Columns 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Braces 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig: 3.3 beams, columns, braces  
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3.3 SITE PREPARATION 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig: 3.4 Site perpetration  

3.4 FOUNDATIONS 

 
            The two major factors that need to be considered when designing your foundation 

are cost and what’s required structurally. Let’s address them each point at a time. First, 

what’s required structurally? 
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To calculate what is structurally required, consult with a qualified builder or 

engineer. Just be aware that both your soil type and the number of containers you are 

planning on using have a large impact here. If you are constructing on soft soil, then you 

will need a deep foundation type such as pile foundations. Whereas, if you’re building on 

hard soil, you can use minimal foundations. This is because the majority of the weight of 

the container will be distributed onto the existing hard ground. Sometimes people prefer 

to ‘over-spec’ their foundation, which is where you make your foundation stronger than 

necessary, either for peace of mind or because you prefer that particular style of 

foundation. Ultimately though, the decision will revolve around cost, design, and what’s 

structurally required. 

 

TYPE OF FOUNDATION 

 

              Typically, any foundation which is used in traditional home construction can be 

used for shipping container foundations. These can be classified into either shallow or 

deep foundations. Shallow foundations are laid very near to the ground level, as opposed 

to deep foundations which can be laid at depths of up to 10 meters. We are going to focus 

on the three most commonly used foundations: concrete piers, slab foundation, and piles. 

 

3.4.1 Concrete Piers 
 

 
Fig: 3.5Concrete Piers  

 

 

Concrete piers are a type of shallow foundation and are one of the simplest and 

cheapest routes to go. 

In their basic form, they are concrete cubes which have reinforced steel within 

them. Reinforced steel can be either steel bars or a mesh of steel wire used to strengthen 

the concrete. 
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This foundation is definitely the most DIY friendly. It is also the least expensive 

type of foundation. A great advantage of using this type of foundation is that because the 

containers are up off the ground it allows for ventilation and prevents condensation 

forming underneath the container. 

Six concrete piers are laid for each container. One pier is laid for each corner of 

the container and two piers are used in the center to support the middle of the container. 

This is by far the most popular shipping container foundation and is the one we 

recommend in 8 out of 10 cases. 

 

3.4.2 Slab Foundation 

 

 
 

Fig: 3.6Slab foundation  

 

A slab foundation is more time-consuming and more expensive than a pier 

foundation. It is an exceptionally good foundation to use on softer soil types. If you are 

going to use a slab foundation, be prepared to dig a lot. 

We often see slab foundations used in warmer climates where freezing isn’t a 

concern. The advantages are that it’s quick and easy to build, and because there are no 

hollow spaces in the foundation these foundations are less vulnerable to termite 

infestation. 

The disadvantages of a slab foundation are the lack of access to utility lines once 

the concrete has hardened and the potential for heat loss when ground temperatures drop 

below the interior temperature. 
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3.4.3 Pile Foundations 

 

 
Fig: 3.7 Pile foundation 

 

Pile foundations are used when the soil type is too weak to support a concrete 

base. This type is the most expensive type of foundation covered here. If you remember, 

pile foundations were used in the Graceville Container Home Case Study. 

Piles (cylindrical solid steel tubes) are hammered into the ground through the soft 

soil until the piles reach more suitable load bearing ground. 

Once the piles are secured in place they are traditionally capped with a block of concrete. 

So once you have secured all your piles you end up with a grid system of concrete caps 

which above ground look visually similar to concrete piers. 

Pile foundations are not recommended for a DIY builder. A contractor would be 

needed to install pile foundations due to the specialist equipment needed, such as the pile 

driver. 

 

The strength of Concrete to Use for Foundation 
 

If you chose to use either a concrete pier or slab foundation, this section is 

extremely relevant for you. Once people have decided to use a concrete foundation, their 

next question is normally about what strength of concrete to use. The strength of concrete 

you need to use for your foundation will be primarily decided by the geo-technical 

engineer’s report. The concrete strength will be referred to as a C value. C15 concrete, a 

general all-purpose concrete, is made by using 1 part cement, 2 parts sand, and 5 parts 

gravel. The higher proportion of cement used, the stronger the concrete. For instance, 

C30 is very strong concrete made up of 1 part cement, 2 parts sand and 3 parts gravel. 
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If you are mixing small quantities, then you can either do this by hand or by using 

a cement mixer. For anything more than 1 cubic meter, consider having the concrete 

delivered directly to your site, ready to use. Note that, if you are mixing the concrete 

yourself, make sure you thoroughly mix all the elements together properly, otherwise the 

strength of the concrete is greatly reduced. To determine how much concrete you need, 

just calculate the cubic meters of your foundation. Multiply the width by the height by the 

depth. For example, to calculate how much concrete is needed for a 10-foot wide, 22-foot 

long, 2-foot deep slab foundation, multiply 10 x 22 x 2. The amount of concrete to be 

ordered would be 440 cubic feet. Once the cement is mixed with water, it will start to 

cure. Ensure the concrete cures properly, since this improves its strength and durability. 

The concrete only cures properly if the concrete’s temperature is kept within a suitable 

range (refer to the manufacturer’s packaging).It typically takes from 5-7 days for the 

concrete to cure. During this time it needs to be kept moist. 

 

Pouring Concrete in Hot Weather 

 

If you are laying concrete in hot weather, it’s crucial you prepare your site 

correctly before pouring the concrete. Place temporary sun shades up to block any direct 

sunlight onto the concrete. Also, before you lay the concrete you should spray the ground 

with cold water. While you are mixing the concrete, make sure you use cold water. 

Another good idea is to pour the concrete either later in the evening or first thing in the 

morning to avoid peak temperatures. 

 

Pouring Concrete in Cold Weather 

 

Like pouring concrete in hot weather, special measures need to be taken when 

pouring concrete during cold weather. Cold weather is classed as the average temperature 

being below freezing for more than three consecutive days. Before you pour the concrete, 

make sure any snow or ice has been cleaned from the base and forms. Remove any 

standing water. Once you have laid your concrete, cover it with insulating blankets right 

away. Use the blankets for 3-7 days while the concrete is curing. After the concrete has 

cured, remove the blankets gradually, so the concrete doesn’t crack due to quick 

temperature change. 
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Make Your Choice 

 

Now you’re able to select the type of foundation you require and also know 

exactly how to mix the cement for this type of foundation. Make sure you pay special 

attention to the advice regarding how to lay in extremely hot and cold climates as this can 

make or break your container’s foundation. The next step now is getting your containers 

delivered and installed on your foundation. 

3.5 SETTING OUT OF CONTAINER ON FOUNDATION 

 

3.5.1 Preparing the Base of Your Containers 

 

It’s best to clean and insulate the underside of the containers before you place 

them because the bottoms are more accessible.  This can be accomplished by hoisting the 

container in the air with the crane or other offloading equipment you’re using to get the 

containers off the trucks. Sandblast the underside of the container to clean it and spray at 

least 1” of closed cell polyurethane foam to insulate it. 

 

These steps can be undertaken after the containers have been sited, provided that 

you have a raised foundation such as concrete piers.  Nevertheless, it’s typically easier to 

do it beforehand.  The one downside to this is if you plan to have a lot of utilities running 

underneath the container (such as your water pipes and sewer drains). The insulation 

might get in the way of their placement.  So, be mindful of that to keep from having to 

scrape off insulation later! It’s not always possible to complete this step. It isn’t 100% 

required, but if you can, it’s worthwhile. 

 

3.5.2 Siting Your Containers 

 

          If your foundation is accessible to the truck delivering your containers, consider 

that a plus. Assuming the containers are being transported on a tilt flatbed trailer, the 

driver can back up to the foundation and let the container slide of the trailer onto the 

foundation. This is by far the cheapest and easiest method. If the foundation isn’t directly 

accessible, you will need a crane to lift the containers up and drop them in place. 

Whichever method you opt for, make sure to put polyethylene damp proof membrane in 

between the foundation pads and the shipping container. 
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3.5.3 Connecting Your Containers 

 

           Now your containers have been sited, it’s time to connect them to the foundation 

and to each other. Most of the time you can site the container on the foundation and the 

containers weight alone is more than enough to hold it in place. If you’d like added 

security, you can place a steel plate, for each corner of the container, on top of the 

concrete before it sets. Then you can weld your container to the plates for additional 

strength. 

 

            If you don’t want to weld your containers to the concrete foundation, you can bolt 

the containers to the foundation instead. Once you have sited the containers on the 

foundation, drill through the bottom corner fittings down into the concrete. Now place the 

bolt through the container corner fitting and down into the concrete. A 1″ x 12″ bolt, or 

concrete anchor, would be ideal here. You may need to use a hammer to knock the bolt 

down. Once it’s in place, tighten up the nut and remember to use a washer in between the 

nut and the corner fitting. One in each corner of the container will keep it secure. Now 

you need to connect your containers to each other. You can use a whole host of 

techniques to connect your shipping containers together including, bolting, welding, and 

clamping. 

 

3.5.3.1 Bolting Them Together 

 

To bolt the containers together, connect the containers at the touching corner 

fitting points. You would drill through the corner fitting from one container into the other 

container. Then place a bolt in the hole with a drilled metal plate inside the corner fitting 

to act as a washer. Use mastic around the bolt to seal any gaps. Bolting them together is 

the easiest method but it certainly isn’t as strong as welding them together.  Note that if 

you decide to bolt them together, you can disassemble them later, which you can’t do if 

you welded them. This is a consideration if you want your containers to be moved at a 

later date. 

 

3.5.3.2 Welding Them Together 

 

Welding containers together makes them much more secure and helps to keep both 

the containers level.  You need to weld the roofs of the container together in addition to 

any floors which overlap each other. You can use 3” x 1/8” flat steel using a stitch pattern 

to secure the containers together. 
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3.6 Roofing 

 

SBS modified bitumen 2-ply system - This system is ideal for low slope type-

roofing applications and utilizes a top ply of granulated modified bitumen and 1 ply 

of smooth modified bitumen. 

 

 
Fig: 3.9 Roofing  

 

The roofing membrane was applied to a ‘cold’ type wood framed roofing 

structure consisting of joists, rim beams and headers. The roof was cross-ventilated with 

the use of purlins installed perpendicular to the main roofing joists. 
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3.7 Roof Framing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: 3.10 Roof framing  

 

3.8 Curtain Wall  

 

A curtain wall system was used to create glazed elevations with openings to allow 

for natural ventilations. To create openings for the installation and support of the glazed 

walling system, the container units’ doors and rear panels were removed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                              

                                                                   Fig: 3.11Curtain wall 
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3.9 Siding 

 

 
Fig: 3.12 Siding 

 

Cedar siding was added as a texturized aesthetic accent and does not contribute to the 

performance of the exterior envelope to withstand weathering and moisture ingress. 

 

3.10 Soffit 

 

.  

Fig: 3.13 Soffit 

Cedar soffit with a perimeter ventilation strip system was used to add aesthetic 

texture and provide cross-flow roof ventilation. 
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3.11 Penetrations  

 

 Service penetrations for exterior exhaust, lighting, fire 

alarm, emergency lighting and power outlets were terminated with 

appropriate caulking and custom designed flashings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: 3.14 Penetrations  

 

3.12 Internal Systems & Finishes 

 

     A project objective was to create a living unit that once inside was considered 

typical and comparable to similar market type accommodation. An overarching 

goal was to use shipping containers to create a distinguishable building structure 

but with a conventional living space. 

 

3.13 Partition wall and ceiling 

 

Partitions, walls and ceilings were constructed using light gauge steel studs. 

Although wood studs would have been more cost economical the proximity to adjacent 

and subsequent code provisions dictated a need for certain exterior walls to be 

constructed of noncombustible materials. Using steel was also advantageous in improving 

over-all quality of finish, durability and to significantly reduce construction landfill 

waste. 

 

; 
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Fig: 3.15 Partion wall and ceiling  
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3.14 Insulation and sound proofing 

 

To enhance and increase the energy performance of the project, closed 

cell spray foam was used in exterior walls and roofs. Closed cell spray 

foam insulation is a one-step performance material which both insulates and air seals the 

containers. 

 

3.15 Ceiling Insulation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: 3.16 Ceiling insulation  

3.16Wall Insulation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: 3.17 Wall insulation  
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3.17 Electrical /Fire Safety 

 

 Electrical and fire safety systems were installed in accordance with the VBBL 

and British Columbia Electrical Code. The units are heated electrically with the use of 

thermostatically controlled baseboard heaters. 

 

 

 
Fig: 3.18 Electrical / Fire safety  
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3.18 Thermal controlling: 

 

Repurposed container. Repaint to a light colour such as white to reflect as much 

sunlight as possible, dark colours get hot. Add insulation, there is a two inch (roughly) 

horizontal ridge called a corrugation every eight to ten inches that you are probably going 

to be covering anyway, fill it with insulation. Some form of ventilation. 

For actual shipping none of the following is going to help. There are refrigerated 

containers available that can keep temps stable, but they are designed for refrigerated or 

frozen shipping. “Reefers” as they are often referred to do stay substantially cooler even 

when the refrigeration unit is not running. They have metal floors and typically lack tie 

down points near the walls that standard containers have. 

Standard containers are not temperature controlled at all and get HOT when 

sitting in the sun. You cannot ventilate them because that would allow water in to damage 

your product, and would prevent fumigation to kill pests (the poisonous gas would leak 

out and afterward, bugs/small animals can crawl back in). You cannot modify a shipping 

container in any way that cannot be easily undone when unloading is finished, and you 

will have to pay someone to undo the modifications. This is why a lot of racking, 

platform building, etc. is done with wood inside the containers. 

 

Types of Refrigeration Systems 

 

 Passive cooling systems use phase change materials to maintain desired 

temperatures. While passive cooling systems are reasonably cheap to run, they aren’t the 

most effective method of cooling. However, with a bit of planning, passive refrigeration 

systems are ideal for transportation. 

Active cooling systems like compression systems and air conditioners use power 

or generators to maintain the temperature within the box. Thermostats can be set to a very 

specific number, which makes an active cooling system ideal if your storage needs are 

quite particular or over a longer period of time. Active cooling systems are also a better 

option if you are planning on using your container for static, on-site storage as you won’t 

have to keep replacing the phase change material as it gets used. 

These are some of the basics when it comes to maintaining a constant temperature 

inside your shipping or storage container. You’re constantly fighting changes in the 

environment outside your container to keep your cargo and stock cool, but with the right  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

 

4.1 ADVANTAGES 
 

1. Strength and durability: Shipping containers are in many ways an ideal building 

material. They are designed to carry heavy loads and to be stacked in high 

columns. They are also designed to resist harsh environments, such as on ocean-

going vessels or sprayed with road salt while transported on roads. Due to their 

high strength, containers are useful for secure storage. 

2. Modular: All shipping containers are made to standard measurements, and as 

such they provide modular elements that can be combined into larger structures. 

This simplifies design, planning and transport. As they are already designed to 

interlock for ease of mobility during transportation, structural construction is 

completed by simply emplacing them. Due to the containers' modular design, 

additional construction is as easy as stacking more containers. They can be 

stacked up to 12 high when empty. 

3. Labour: The welding and cutting of steel is considered to be specialized labour 

and can increase construction expenses, yet overall it is still lower than 

conventional construction. Unlike wood frame construction, attachments must be 

welded or drilled to the outer skin, which is more time consuming and requires 

different job site equipment. 

4. Transport: Pre-fabricated modules can also be easily transported by ship, truck 

or rail, because they already conform to standard shipping sizes. 

5. Availability: Used shipping containers are available across the globe. 

6. Expense: Many used containers are available at an amount that is low compared 

to a finished structure built by other labour-intensive means- such as bricks and 

mortar- which also require larger more expensive foundations. Construction 

involves very little labour and used shipping containers requiring only simple 

modification can be purchased from major transport companies   
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4.2 DISADVANTAGES 
 

1. Temperature: Steel conducts heat very well; containers used for human 

occupancy in an environment with extreme temperature variations will normally 

have to be better insulated than most brick, block or wood structures. 

2. Humidity: As noted above, single wall steel conducts heat. In temperate climates, 

moist interior air condenses against the steel, becoming clammy. Rust will form 

unless the steel is well sealed and insulated. 

3. Construction site: The size and weight of the containers will, in most cases, 

require them to be placed by a crane or forklift. Traditional brick, block and 

lumber construction materials can often be moved by hand, even to upper stories. 

4. Building permits: The use of steel for construction, while prevalent in industrial 

construction, is not widely used for residential structures. Obtaining building 

permits may be troublesome in some regions due to municipalities not having 

seen this application before. 

5. Treatment of timber floors: To meet Australian government quarantine 

requirements most container floors when manufactured are treated with 

insecticides containing copper (23-25%), chromium (38-45%) and arsenic (30-

37%). Before human habitation, floors should be removed and safely disposed. 

Units with steel floors would be preferable, if available. 

6. Cargo spillages: A container can carry a wide variety of cargo during its working 

life. Spillages or contamination may have occurred on the inside surfaces and will 

have to be cleaned before habitation. Ideally all internal surfaces should be 

abrasive blasted to bare metal, and re-painted with a nontoxic paint system. 

7. Solvents: Solvents released from paint and sealants used in manufacture might be 

harmful. Damage While in service, containers are damaged by friction, handling 

collisions, and force of heavy loads overhead during ship transits. The companies 

will inspect containers and condemn them if cracked welds, twisted frames or pin 

holes are found, among other faults. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Although having a very systematic and regular shape, shipping containers could 

be reused to create not only functional spaces, but also various configurations of 

architectural programs or functions, that vary from a very simple residential unit, to a 

small office building extending to a shopping mall, or a cultural centre, that hosts bigger 

number of users. Many attempts have been done globally to create interesting 

architectural space(s), that can be constructed in a relatively short interval of time, with a 

reasonable cost. Possibilities are extended also to compose liveable urban spaces, that can 

be easily constructed and relevantly in a low budget within a short time, in addition to the 

flexibility and possibility of been reconstructed in other locations or sites. Containers 

architecture is not a rigid type of construction of buildings or spaces configuration, 

although it’s based on the modularity of volumes, yet many examples showed a wide 

range of varieties in spaces externally and internally. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Base isolation has become one of the reliable tools for earthquake resistant design of 

the structure. Researchers have done various important researches on the basis 

isolation system, which has been fully accepted in the engineering field .Nowadays, a 

full-scale test is being done on the shake table to test the different features of different 

isolators. The present review discusses literature and theoretical aspects on base 

isolation system. 

The main objective of the present paper is to focus on the background of different 

isolators and provide useful guidelines in making a suitable choice between a large 

numbers of available isolators. 
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